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Heredity
• the passing on of traits 

from parents to offspring

Genetics
• the study of how traits are passed 

from parents to the offspring Austrian monk who studied pea plants 
and developed the idea of traits and 
inheritance

father of Genetics

Gregor Mendel

• did not know about DNA, called genes 
(factors)

Pea Plants

Principles of Modern Genetics

I. Traits, or characteristics, are passed on 
from one generation to offspring.

II. An organism inherits genes in pairs, one 
from each parent.

III. Some genes are dominant and some are 
recessive.

IV. Dominant genes hide recessive genes.
V. Some genes are not dominant or 

recessive; they blend traits, incomplete 
dominance.

What is a trait?

Trait - characteristics of an organism
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Genes genes (allele)   units of heredity. 

one set from each parent.    

Alleles different forms of  gene
•weaker trait or hidden trait
•ex: blue eyed genes are 
dominated by Brown eyed genes.

• One gene dominates another.
•ex:  Brown eyes dominate blue 
eyes

Dominant

Recessive 

Purebred or homozygous - Genes that are the 
same for a given traits. ex - 2 Brown eyed genes. BB

Hybrid or heterozygous – Two different types 
of genes for a given trait. Example one ( B ) brown 
eyed gene and one blue ( b ) eyed gene.    Bb

BB bbor Bb

Phenotype - What the organism looks 
like.  ex: Black Dog  or a white dog

Genotype –Genes of an organism. 

•BB = A Black dog with 2 Black genes.

•bb – A white dog with 2 white genes

or

•Bb =  A Black dog with one Black 
gene and one white gene

or

Incomplete Dominance 

Neither gene in an allele masks the other. 
Ex : White rose and Red rose have Pink offspring.

WW R RRW
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Codominance

 when both alleles can be observed in a 
phenotype

example: a cow with a red allele for fur and a 
white allele for fur

Genetics and Probability

•-Probability is the chance or 
likelihood that something will 
happen.

•Punnett Squares - A chart 
showing the possible gene 
combinations (or chromosomes) 
in a cross between two 
organisms.

Question :  Cross a white dog (bb) with 
a black dog (Bb).
Question :  Cross a white dog (bb) with 
a black dog (Bb).

b bb b

B

bb

BbBb BbBb

bbbb bbbb

Genotype = Phenotype = 50 % Bb

50%  bb

50 % Black

50 % White

Cross (mate) a  Green (GG)  elephant  with a red
(gg) elephant. 

G                  G

g

g

Gg Gg

Gg Gg

100%  Gg

100 % Green

Genotype = 

Phenotype = 

Multiple Alleles

 a trait or characteristic is determined by many 
alleles (genes)

• Example; Blood Surface Proteins 

Two alleles(mutations)  A & B (O is lacking the gene)

Blood Surface Proteins 

co dominant - both are expressed
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Polygenetic Inheritance

example - blue, brown and green eyed 
genes

 a trait or characteristic is determined by many 
alleles (genes) Blood Type Genotype Phenotype Can receive 

blo0d from
Can donate 

blood to.

A
AA or 
AO A A or O A or 

AB

B
BB or 
BO

B B or O B or AB

AB AB AB A, B, AB 
or  O

AB

O OO O O
A, B, AB 
or  O

Mom is AB and Dad is AO

A             O

A

B

AA AO

AB BO

A = 50%

B = 25%

AB = 25%

What are the possible blood types of the children?

Chromosomes

•Walter Sutton   - American  1902 : 
Discovered that chromosomes come in 
pairs.

• Sperm and egg cells have half the normal 
number of chromosomes.

•rod-like shaped structures 
made of coiled DNA

Fertilization

Sperm and 
egg unite.

Combine 
chromosomes 
to form a 
fertilized egg.
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Meiosis

•process of cell 
division producing 
sex cells

•each cell has half 
the amount of 
chromosomes 
(genes)

Haploid - 1/2 the number of 
chromosomes ( sex cells )

Diploid  - normal 
number of chromosomes  
( somatic or body cells )

Meiosis  verses Mitosis

Meiosis

Chromosomes Double

First Cell 
Division

Second Cell 
Division

Male Female

Spermatogenisis Oogenisis

Sex  Chromosomes

X and Y chromosomes determine sex.

X is larger than Y

Male =   XY

Female   XX
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Chromosomes and Punnett SquaresChromosomes and Punnett Squares

X YX Y

X

XX

XXXX XYXY

XXXX XYXY

Genotype = Phenotype = 50 % XX

50%  XY

50 % female

50 % male

Female XX is crossed with a male  XY, what are the probabilities 
of the offspring? Karyotype - Shows the size, shape and 

number of chromosomes in an organism.

XX = Girl XY = Boy XY = Boy

XX = Girl

Human Female
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Human Male
Human Chromosomal Disorders

Nondisjunction - The failure of a chromosome pair to 
separate during meiosis.
Body  (somatic) cells may have more or less than 
normal amount of chromosomes, usually lethal.

.

Down Syndrome: An extra
chromosome (trisomy) on the 21st

chromosome.

•Have various physical and 
developmental problems, and 
mental retardation. 

Female Child with Downs  Syndrome
XY = BoyDowns Syndrome

XX = GirlDowns Syndrome

Mutation - A change in a gene or a chromosome.

•A mutation in a somatic cell only affects that 
organism.
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Hugo De Vries - Dutch Botanist discovered 
mutations in primroses.

Mutation - A change in a gene or a chromosome.

•A mutation in a sex cell affects its offspring.

•A mutation in a somatic cell only affects that 
organism.

Mutation - A change in a gene or a chromosome.

•A mutation in a sex cell affects its 
offspring.

•A mutation in a somatic cell only affects 
that organism.

•Most mutations are harmful or neutral.

Mutation - A change in a gene or a chromosome.

•Mutations happen when DNA is damaged.
Causes (Mutagens) - X rays, UV rays,

and pollutants, toxic chemicals

old age,

Animal 
Kingdom 
Mutations

Genetic Mutation
Muscular Hypertrophy

abnormal muscle growth
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Genetic Mutation
Muscular Hypertrophy Polymelia

Extra Limbs

Dicephalus Parapagus
two heads

Polydactylism
extra fingers or toes

The kitten in this photograph has 
diprosopia, a rare congenital 
malformation that duplicates facial 
features.

A white American alligator shows a genetic 
mutation known as leucism. This allele controls 
migration of pigment cells during development; 
absence in cells leads to white patches on the skin.
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Cyclopia
One Large Eye

Polymelia
Extra Limbs

A mutation for black fur in Jaguars Munchkin
an new breed of cat

Obesogenic
a genetic mutation promoting obesity

Albin0ism 
a Genetic Mutation
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Peacock
Wallaby

Lion

Elk

Humpback Whale Rhinoceros
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Zebra
Giraffe

alligator

A Pink Katydid 
Its unusual color is the result of a genetic 
mutation known as erythrism, similar to 
the recessive gene that afflicts albino 
animals

Penguin
Deer
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Human Genetic 
Mutations

Giantism is a 
condition 
characterized by 
excessive growth 
and height

Hypertrichosis
abnormal growth of hair

Blue Eyes

Carpenter Syndrome
the premature fusion of 
certain skull bones and 
abnormalities of the 
fingers and toes, and other 
developmental problems. Polydactyly

extra toes
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Polydactylism
extra fingers

Albinism

Progeria
is an extremely 
rare genetic disorder in 
which symptoms 
resembling aspects 
of aging are manifested 
at a very early age.

Beneficial Mutations

 Some mutations can help an organism 
survive in an environment.
Ex: A mutation in a plant that can produce a 
toxin that protects it from insects. 

A major force 
behind evolution.

Genetic Diseases 

• A mutation in a gene that codes for an 
important protein.

•Most are recessive and can hide in hybrids.

Benefits of Genetic Diseases
Sickle cell- Carriers have some protection from 
malaria.

Cystic Fibrosis - May have offered some resistance 
to typhoid.

Sickle Cell  Anemia

•Cause red blood cell to 
have a sickle shape.

•A mutation in the gene 
for hemoglobin.
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S = gene mutation (sickle cell)
A = Normal gene

A          S

A

S

AA AS

AS SS

Normal   AA = 25%

Carriers AS  =

Sickle Cell SS =

50%

25%

Sex-linked Traits
Non-Mendelian

• Traits that are on X chromosome
• Ex: color blindness, hemophilia
• non-mendelian

Traits that are on X chromosome
Ex: color blindness, hemophilia
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Sex Linked Traits

Normal Female      &                Male

Sex Linked Traits

Carrier

Sex Linked Traits

Hemophiliacs

Pedigree

A family tree 
showing the 
frequency of a 
trait or genes.

female male

Carriers
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Human Genetic  Disorders

A genetic disorder is a disease that is caused 
by an abnormality in an individual's DNA 
(gene).

Marfan Syndrome can be caused by a single 
point mutation to a gene (fibrillin-1). Marfan Syndrome 

Marfan Syndrome Marfan Syndrome

Abraham Lincoln

Which president may have had  Marfan Syndrome?
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Nature Vs Nurture

•twin studies suggest  40% nature and 
60% nurture

Heredity Vs Environment
DNA

Deoxyribonucleic Acid

•“ The Blueprints of Life” contains all the information 
to make an organism.
• DNA stores and passes on genetic information from 
one generation to the next.
• DNA is a large molecule.

James Watson 

And

Francis Crick

- Nobel prize
winners for their 
discovery of the 
structure of DNA.

Rosalind Franklin 

Used X rays to discover the shape of DNA.

Structure of DNA

Nitrogen bases
•Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine  (G), and
Cytosine ( C )

•Double helix, looks like a twisted ladder.

•Each rung ( step) is made of two  nitrogen bases 
connected to each other.

G ( guanine ) only combines with C ( cytosine )

Rules for Connection

A (adenine) only combines with T (thymine)
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Reading Strand - Only one side 
of the ladder is read, the reading 
strand.

Complimentary strand
- Opposite strand of reading strand. A copy incase 
reading strand is damaged.

•.

Genes Code  for Proteins

•These amino acids made in ribosome make up 
proteins.

•DNA is read like a book.

•The words are codons

•Codons are 3 nitrogen bases long.
Ex: ATT or GTC

•Each codon codes for an amino acid

RNA

• a type of nucleic acid that carries the 
code for making proteins from the 
nucleus to the cytoplasm

DNA Replication

•In interphase stage of 
Mitosis a complete copy is 
made.

•Replication : The DNA 
molecule unzips itself and  
both sides are copied.


